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Abstract 

A Research in visual representation of terrain supported the 
development of images for simulated travel. Results showed that 
observers can estimate distances in photographs, both from the 
camera station to a target and between targets; this performance 
Is analogous to distance estimation in the real world.  Distance 
estimation performance is affected by the focal length of the 
camera lens at which the picture is taken. Visual coherence (the 
appearance of travel) can be maintained when photographs are taken 
at steps greater than the ten feet used previously. 

Introduction 

;..-*• Background 

Lippman's surrogate travel constrained users to travel over streets; 
forward, backward, right and left.  The objective of ATR was to extend this 
technology so that the system would emulate the ability of a tracked vehicle 
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The Army travels and fights primarily on land;  therefore,  the ability to 
visually simulate travel over land is of critical importance in both the sys- 
tem development and training arenas.    If terrain simulation were available, .-' 
human-machine interface and training issues could be addressed both earlier 
and more frequently in the development of a system which is dependent upon 
visually guided behavior such as the ability to move or guide a system over V 
land.     In order to address these needs,  the Army Research Institute  (ARI).   in                   ^ 

T                      cooperation with Decisions and Designs,  Inc.   (DDI), has developed an inter- 
active visual display of terrain at eye-level under a project titled, Advanced 
Terrain Representation (ATR). !'-\vi 

• VJ 

ATR is an Interactive visual display which simulates travel over open ter- 
rain.  Interactive connotes control by the user; simulated travel refers to the 
ability to travel visually; and "over open terrain" means that visual travel is 
not confined to roads but would allow the user the same mobility available to 
a tracked vehicle. VCv 

In earlier work (Lippman, 1980), still photographs were used to generate 
videodisc based surrogate travel.  The user had control over CRT Images which 
moved in response to the user's command which was transmitted to a microcom- 
puter.  The microcomputer sent a message to the laser reading the videodisc to      •/.■ 
"skip a groove" and to go to the appropriate picture.  It is because of the .\\ 
videodisc's variable presentation capability (skips pictures) and the computer 
control, that the travel simulation was completely interactive. 

-•■ 
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to travel independently of roads, over open terrain.  While the resulting 
visual travel is not as smooth as a moving picture, the effects of user control 
seem to be adequately compensatory. 

Research Issues 

The ATR project had two general objectives:  the resolution of the logical 
problems involved in extending surrogate travel to a less restricted form of 
movement; and the determination of the optimal visual (spatial and temporal) 
resolution for producing an impression of motion. 

>VI 

The logical problems were resolved by utilizing a grid as shown in Fig- 
ure 1.  Each point on the grid represents a camera location.  At each location, 
16 photographs were taken with the direction of view being represented by the 
solid lines. Each direction of view is also a travel direction, and the broken 
lines show that travel can take place between any two adjacent points on the 
grid. 

Computer control mandated that all photographs be taken with the camera on 
a level plane. Pilot research showed that visual travel up a hill was unreal- 
istic under these circumstances if the hilltop was not in view. Increasing the 
camera lens angle provided the appropriate compensation but, at the same time, 
made objects in a scene appear more distant than they would appear if the focal 
length of the lens were set at "normal." The need to determine the effect of 
the camera lens angle (lens focal length) on the ability of humans to judge 
distances from observer to target and between two targets within a scene had 
critical implications for formatting the visual material to be used in this 
project. 

m 
& 

Surrogate travel in Aspen was based on photographs taken at ten foot in- 
tervals.  However, greater distances between photographs might still produce 
the desired visual coherence, the appearance of travel.  If the photographs are 
too far apart, however, a viewer would become lost while traveling in a 
straight line because objects that should appear from scene to scene either 
change Inappropriately or disappear altogether. The two experiments reported 
here were done to guide the development of ATR relative to the proper camera 
lens angle and the step size between pictures (visual coherence). 

Experiment I 

The perception of distance from the camera station to a target in a photo- 
graph can vary as a function of the lens angle at which the photograph was 
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taken.  Camera lens angle, or angle of view (AOV), is a direct function of the 
lens focal length which ranges from telephoto (90mm, 30° AOV) to wide angle 
(35mni, 60° AOV). As the angle of view widens, objects appear smaller and 
farther away (Mascelli, 1965; Coynik, 1974; Giannetti, 1976). 

There is a surfeit of psychological literature on how distance is per- 
ceived but very little information on real-world perception of distances over 
the range of Interest to this particular project, from 10m to 1000m.  The data 
which does exist (Gibson and Bergman, 1954»; Gibson, Bergman, and Purdy, 1955; 
Teghtsoonian and Teghtsoonian, 1970) indicates that subjects Increasingly 
understimate the distance to a target as that distance increases.  When apply- 
ing a power function to these data and those of Widen (1973a; 1973b), the 
exponents range from .67 to .86. 

The purpose of this experiment was the determination of the viewing angle 
which most nearly Induces the distance estimations produced in the real world. 
It was hypothesized that viewing angle would significantly affect the per- 
ceived distance tetween viewer and object in the manner specified by the 
aesthetic film literature. It was also hypothesized that the perceived dis- 
tance between objects In the scene would remain unaffected by changes in view- 
ing angle. 

H»thod 

«ubj«ct».  TWnty-four coUi|< atudcDC« wert paid flvt 
dollan an hour to aarva aa aubjaeta. Subjacta wara run 
in flva group, of tvo to aU, and thara «ara approalaataly 
aqual ouabara of aalaa and faaalaa. 

Stlaull and Apparatua. A total of forty ataodard 3Sa 
color alldaa Mara takan: four aplaca at tan location.. 
Four of tha location, uara In lightly «oodad tarraln, 
four In opon tarraln. At aach of tha tan location., tha 
four aaparata ahota dlffarad with raapact only to focal 
langth of tha caaara laaa. flia four focal length, and tha 
corr«.ponding angle, of vlrv uara aa followa: Attm, 
iS'j 2»wm.  72'i  24a. 84'; and 17.. 104«. Each .lid. 
contained three naturally occurring target objacta. one 
at aach of chraa dlataocaa; aaar. aid, and far. TOT 

lightly woodad tarraln, near v.. 0-50B, aid waa S1-100B, 
far waa 101-2S0B. for open tarraln. near • 0-150». 
aid - 1J1-450B. far - 4Sl-1000a. Tlia alldaa «re ar- 
ranged In four aeta of tan with aach of the tan loca- 
tlooa rapraaantad once In aach aat. Thara waa a 
practice aat of two alldaa, and aach aat of alldaa 

waa preceded by a title allde. The alldaa ware pro- 
jected onto a acraan with a Kodak Carouael alldc 
projector. Subject, wara aeatad froa 8 to 12 feet 
away and recorded their raaponaaa on u  prepared data 
ahaat. 

Procedure and Daalgn. Each aubject viewed forty 
alldaa. While aach alldc waa In view, the axparl- 
aentar pointed out the target who.« diatancc waa to 
be Judged by the aubjaeta.  Subject, ware told to put 
thcaaelvaa "In tha acane aa If taking tha picture" and 
to Judge the dlatanca froa thaaaalvaa to tha target. 
In addition, tha alldaa of lightly woodad tarraln con- 
tained objacta aeparatad by aoaa dlatanca that the 
aubjaeta ware to Judge aa wall. A new allde waa pre- 
aantad only after all aubjaeta had reapondad to the 
pravloua allde. The alldaa wara preaentad In one of 
four ordera: 1, 2. 3, 4; 2, 3. 4, 1 etc. and all 
aubjaeta re.ponded to all alldaa. The dealgn waa a 
2 (tarraln) by 4 (viewing angle) within aubjaeta 
daalgn with three level, of object dlatanca naatad 
within terrain. 

Results and Discussion 

W 

There was a highly significant effect of viewing angle for both lightly 
wooded terrain:  [F(3,69)«53.07, p <.0001, MSe»2116.1]; and open terrain 
[F(3,69)-11.37, p <.0001, MSe»109,OA8]. As viewing angle widened, judgments 
of distance from observer to target Increased accordingly. The resuJts sup- 
ported the notions of film theorists concerning the function of viewing angle. 

The effect of differences in distances, i.e., near to far target, was also 
significant.  For lightly wooded terrain, main effects were [F(2,46)«104» .51, 
p< .001, MSe-16,130.5]; for open terrain [F(2,46)-27.31, p < .0001, MSe- 
476,607].  The interaction between distance and viewing angle was also signifi- 
cant for both types of terrain, p <.0001 in both cases.  Finally, there was no 
significant effect for order of presentation for either type of terrain. 

v.- 
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Table 1 is a summary of the average judged means over three targets per pic- 
ture compared to the actual mean for both types of terrain at each lens angle. 
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When the Steven s power function was applied to these data, the exponents 
were .83, 45 viewing angle, .84 for 72° VA, .89 for 84° VA. and .79 for 104° 
VA.  The exponents for distance judgments on actual terrain ranged from .67 to 
.86. 

Human observers can judge distance in photographs in the same manner as 
they judge distances on real terrain.  While viewing angle does have an effect, 
the range of exponents for photographs was more narrow than the range of ex- 
ponents for actual terrain judgments. This is probably the result of having 
only subject and viewing angle variance. The actual distance estimations 
exponents were compiled across experiments and experimenters, as well. 

72 to 84 degrees is the more desirable viewing angle, since the mean 
judgments were closer to the actual means while still being underestimations, 
a distinguishing characteristic of human performance on real terrain. The 
judgment of distances between target within the photograph was unaffected by 
the camera lens angle. 

Experiment II 

A terrain based travel simulation must be visually coherent if it is to 
have an applied or research value. Visual coherence means that what the user 
is seeing "sticks together" in some orderly way, the display makes travel sense 
to the user.  In the case of ATR, visual coherence is a function of step size 
on the grid (distance between photographs) and directions of view and travel 
(number of photographs) at any grid point (see Figure 1). The results from the 
experiment on angular displacement are outside the scope of this paper, how- 
ever, the minimum number of 16 directions of view were used in the demonstra- 
tion. 
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H»thod 

Subjtct«.  Twenty-four unlvcrdcy »lutntm  wtr* paid 
flvt dollar! an hour to acrvc aa aubjecta. Subjacta 
w«ra run In flva groupa of thrac to right   and thara 
wara aqual nuabara of >alta and faaalaa. 

StlmiU and Apparatua. Tha atlaull wtra «Ight ili 
ahot aaquencca of iitm  alldaa.  The flrac four ahota 
wara Cakan at 10B Incraaanta. Vhr  dlatanca batwaan 
alldaa four and flva ranged fro« 10-40» for lightly 
wooded terrain and fro« 1S-75B for open terrain. 
Dlatanca between ahota five and alx duplicated the 
dlatanca between ahota four and five. In addition, 
there were eight aequcncaa with randoa dlaplaceacnta 
between ahota four and five. The alxtb ahot In the 
randoa dlaplaceaent aaquanca waa ayatewtlcally re- 
lated to the fifth ahot. There were alao four 
practice aequencea with feedback. 

Results and Discussion 

Two Kodak Carouad allde p 
nected to a Hodcl 2  Kodak Carou 
to praaent the aequencct with 
acraen.  The effect was a rough 
aovaaent froa allde to allde. 

Procedure and Dealgn. After ae 
aubjecta uaed a apedal anawer 
aarka to Indicate their percept 
of dlaplacesent between ahota f 
between ahota flva and •!». Th 
know" option If they aaw no ral 
four, flva, or all. 

Data were analyted aeparat 
with flrat and aecond dlaplacea 
aeparately and pooled. Since 1 
and open terrain could be form 
In the final ayatea, there waa 
•croaa terrain type. 

rojectora were con- 
acl dlaaolver In order 
o blank tlae on the 
approilaatIon of 

elng each acquence, all 
ahcet with 10B hath 
Ion of type and aaount 
our and five, and then 
are waa alao a "don't 
at Ion between ahota 

ely for terrain type 
ent judgaenta analyzed 
Ightly wooded terrain 
tted differently wlth- 
no need to pool data 

Data were analysed on the basis of a frequency count of judgments for 
linear,  random,  or angular displacement.    A chi-square analysis for lightly 
wooded terrain yielded a significant effect of displacement level,   fx2{6)«36.A, 
p    <.001].     For open terrain,  displacement distance was significant   [x  (6)- 
12.A,  p    <.05]. 

In lightly wooded terrain,   the perception of coherent travel began to fall 
apart at 30m displacements and became markedly worse at a 40m Jump.    Jump size 
in open terrain was coherent up to and including 35m.    The 75m jump actually 
produced a greater number of responses indicating coherence than the 55m dis- 
placements,  but this could well have been an artifact of the number of distinc- 
tive objects in the display.    This number was not controlled by count  in the 
creation of the stimuli. 
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Conclusions 

The results of these two experiments have shown us that the parameters for 
developing a system such as ATR are wider than was initially assumed.    ATR was 
implemented using 12m steps between grid centers.    This creates a step of 27m 
on a diagonal and the conjunction of these step sizes may be disconcerting and 
require adjustment.    However,  the results which indicate that distance estima- 
tion where photographs are stimuli is analogous to distance estimation on real 
terrain leads us to believe that performance which requires distance,  speed, 
and time-of-arrival estimations can be trained on ATR with reasonable assur- 
ance of training transfer.    If this proves to be the case,   then ATR can become 
a useful tool  in the early evaluation of a system design relative  to predicting 
human Performance on that svstem. 
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